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Article 21

A cross N ev a d a
'The loneliest road in America"
needs no self-proclaiming signs.
When you travel State Route 50
you will find no town,
gas station, traffic
for fifty, seventy, as many
as ninety miles at a stretch.
In the summer the intense shimmer
off the black top can be intoxicating;
you have to look left to the unyielding
desert, right to lifeless hills,
or, rarely, straight ahead to a
significant, side-winding snake
to remember this is a real road,
world, at all.
The cruise control set at seventy
or so, the radio off, air conditioner
working, it is as close to being
on automatic pilot as you can ever
get in an automobile.
You will suppose you can make Eli
with ease, but thankfully stop
long before at Eureka, strip-mined
almost off the map, a place
even ghosts avoid, just to get beyond
that loneliness, just to see
the almost human faces of deadtown depression.
You will remember the opening of
a favorite poem: "Afoot and light
hearted I take to the open road,"
and think, with all the ruefulness
of the disenchanted: "Walt Whitman
never took a desert; his poem
works as far, perhaps, as Pennsylvania."
If I were you I'd mitigate my solitude,
take a companion, someone you trust,
across that shimmering silver state.

by Joe Benevento
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